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Ten years ago, I read Brad Feld’s book on how to build startup ecosystems. It has been the 
foundation of Emerging Prairie’s work, giving us the blueprint and the playbook to support 
founders. The wisdom Feld shared gave key advice and guidance while countless other 
folks in our region rallied to support this e!ort. As we look back on those 10 years, it is 
with utmost confidence that we know the work we’ve done together has transformed our 
community, built our startup community, and helped the region thrive.

Over the last two years, when many of our strengths were put on the sideline because 
of the pandemic, we’ve increased our desire to solve challenges for the entrepreneurial 
community by building Emerging Digital Academy and launching the Grand Farm. 

Over the last year, we’ve realized the value of supporting the technology community 
through EDA and the innovators through Grand Farm. It’s why our team is excited to 
expand our focus to three key areas that we believe will help the region reach its full 
potential - founders, technologists, and innovators.

Our sense is that when we can weave these three areas together, we will be able to 
maximize the region’s potential and see catalytic community and economic development. 
Our team and community are maturing. We’ve completed our five year planning process 
and believe we now have a road map for the future that we can build from.

In Feld’s book, he encouraged all startup community builders to ensure that leadership 
is distributed and that a ten year vision starts over every day. Our team is committed to 
supporting the leaders within our community, developing new leaders, and attracting more 
folks to make an impact. We are also committed today, just as we were ten years ago, to 
ensure that we have one of the most vibrant, inclusive startup ecosystems in the country.

We need your help! We need your leadership, your wisdom, your resources, and your time. 
Let’s keep building - together.

Greg Tehven

CEO & Co-Founder

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO



Emerging Prairie traces its roots back to 2012. An explosion of entrepreneurial 
activity was occurring across the midwest, and our founders saw the potential 
of the Fargo-Moorhead area and sought to capitalize on that energy and ignite 
economic growth for our region. 

We began as a digital media organization, writing the stories of founders and 
change-makers and elevating them online. Quickly, we realized the potential 
for creating connections and expanded into creating events and programs 
that brought people together, creating the collision between the local and the 
traveler - that’s where we believed the magic happens. 

In 2019, we launched the Grand Farm Research and Education Initiative, which 
seeks to reinforce North Dakota as a regional hub for agriculture technology. 
The Grand Farm spawned Emerging Digital Academy, an intensive 20-week 
software engineering accelerated learning program, and our answer to the 
state’s technology workforce shortages.

And now, we’re here. 2021 was a year of development and expansion for our 
organization. We increased the number of projects happening on Grand Farm, 
graduated 19 from Emerging Digital Academy, launched new and exciting 
entrepreneurial programs and events, and looked to create a long term plan 
for a deeper impact in our local community.

energizing communities

connecting individuals

inspiring progress



Our Winning Aspiration

In Fall of 2021, the Emerging Prairie team held a five-year 
strategy planning session that, among other things, helped 
establish our winning aspiration. 

Energized startup ecosystem that transforms 
the community and economy



HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE YEAR

is the number of founders who spoke at a 
StartupBREW Fargo event in its inaugural year. 
As a cornerstone of our entrepreneurial programs, this was 
one of our team’s passion projects throughout 2021.

50

is the number of agriculture technology projects implemented 
on Grand Farm in 2021 from 55 contributors.

322

A YEAR IN REVIEW

2021 was a year of playing o!ense. We took risks, made 
changes, and worked dynamically. It was a year of strategic 
growth and introspection. Here’s a short overview of what our 
organization was able to accomplish over the past year. 



total attendees joined 
us at our events this 
year, both virtually 
and in-person. Our 
attendees come 
from a variety of 
di!erent backgrounds 
- entrepreneurs, 
innovators, 
technologists,  
community builders, 
and more.

is the amount our organization spent on local goods 
and services. As a community-focused team, we believe 
that it is important to support our local economy by 
ensuring that we support our vendors and local businesses.

$407,197

total events were hosted in 2021 across all of our 
programs and initiatives. Attendees join us at our 
events to build connections, find inspiration, and 
create an engaged community and culture. 

119 7,961

is the number of founders who spoke at a 
StartupBREW Fargo event in its inaugural year. 
As a cornerstone of our entrepreneurial programs, this was 
one of our team’s passion projects throughout 2021.

is the number of people who have changed their careers through 
Emerging Digital Academy - all students who graduated our 
program in 2021 went on to find a career in technology.

19



ENGAGING TECHNOLOGISTS
Emerging Digital Academy (EDA) is a 20-week immersive coding accelerated 
learning program based in Fargo, ND. EDA is our contribution to solving the 
technology workforce shortage - it is estimated that there are over 500 unfilled 
software engineering jobs in North Dakota alone, and even more are expected to 
be open in the next 10 years. 

               “2021 has represented our first full year of 
                  operation for the Emerging Digital Academy. 
                    We ran four cohorts (including three 
                      graduations), with 19 alumni having left the 
                        program to start their careers as software 
                         developers. The biggest events of the year 
                          include the launch of several new auxiliary  
                           programs that have helped support our
                           incoming students, including the pilot 
                          CEAL program with the Bank of North 
                           Dakota and the North Dakota Career 
                          Builders Scholarship Program. We have 
                         dozens of folks from local and regional 
                      employers who have joined in guest speaking, 
                    interviewing, mentorship, and program feedback. 

                                                     Looking ahead to 2022, we’re excited about 
                                                  expanding our mission-driven community training 
                                                     programs, working to support as many students 
                                                        as possible, and continuing to make connections 
                                                          with local employers. Thank you for your support!”

-- Blaine Booher, Program Director

E M E R G I N G
D I G I T A L
A C A D E M Y



Beginning the program in 2020 and 
finishing in 2021, the 11 students of Conway 
Cohort proved to be resilient and driven. 
A younger than average cohort, this group 
has gone on to be successful in their careers 
post-graduation. Conway Cohort is named 
after English mathematician and theorist, 
John Horton Conway, and graduated in 
April of 2021. 

Conway Cohort 

Our very first cohort to complete the 
program in-person in the Prairie Den, 
Erlang Cohort was also our smallest cohort 
this year with three students graduating 
from the program in November of 2021. 
Despite its small size, Erlang was an 
incredible learning opportunity for our 
team on how to transition the program 
to in-person instruction. This cohort is 
named after the Erlang general-purpose 
programming language. 

Erlang Cohort 

Dijkstra Cohort was named after Edsgar W. 
Dijkstra, computer scientist and creator of 
Dijkstra’s algorithm, which is an algorithm 
used to find the shortest path between two 
nodes in a graph. This cohort of five lived up 
to their name, flying through the program 
and graduating with ease. Dijkstra Cohort 
graduated in July of 2021. 

Dijkstra Cohort 



Workshops
In addition to our Full Stack Program, Emerging Digital Academy began o!ering 
free coding workshops to the community in 2021. Over the entire year, we hosted 10 
workshops that covered subjects in software engineering from coding, geographic 
information systems, databases, and more - all at zero cost to our 160 attendees.

Full Stack Fargo
Full Stack Fargo, which began meeting in June of 2020 is a monthly meetup 
connecting software developers of all experience levels. It is a platform to explore ideas 
and connect the technology community with alternating hosts and presentations that 
explore new concepts, programs, and technologies in software development. Full Stack 
Fargo is hosted in partnership with CoSchedule, with an average of 22 attendees every 
single month. 

18
unique employers have 
hired our students

19
students graduated our 
program in 2021

129
interviews were conducted for 
potential students this year

15,200
hours of cumulative work was 
completed by our 2021 graduates

$50,000
average starting salary 
post-graduation

45+
companies had direct 
invovlement with the program

Our community’s workforce needs talented software engineers and an ecosystem that 
supports them. While graduating qualified engineers, Emerging Digital Academy is 
also focused on developing our technology community to support further development 
and growth. 

Through meetups, workshops, and events we seek to develop a group of technologists 
that support one another and work to develop the solutions that will launch our world into 
the future. 



MEET HUNTER WEBSTER

Hunter left the traditional university system with a bachelor’s degree in Music Education, 
hopeful about the opportunity to teach others. When the pandemic hit, he made a personal 
decision to not teach and decided to look for other opportunities. He heard about EDA 
through a friend, and the rest is history. 

After EDA, Hunter joined the Software Developer Support team 
at Scheels and is enjoying the culture and the pace that the 
corporate o"ce o!ers. For him, the program’s a!ordability, 
network opportunities, and sta! set him up perfectly
for success.

The most important lesson I learned at EDA was that you 
have the ability to learn something completely new if you 
are willing to intentionally dedicate the time and never 
cease being curious.”

MEET DUSTIN COTE

Dustin graduated from Emerging Digital Academy for one reason - to get involved in the 
agriculture technology industry. At the time, he was exploring how to combine his ranching 
background and his love for technology, and found the two married perfectly within our program. 

Now, post-graduation, Dustin is a Software Engineer at 701x, a local Fargo 
startup that is developing software and hardware for tracking cattle. He 
now finds himself exactly where he wanted to be - in the midst of an 
explosion of agriculture technology activity in North Dakota. 

EDA prepared me for my current position by teaching 
me how I learn best. In my current role, every day is 
something new and di!erent, and whether it’s a new API 
or a new framework, you’re always learning. So, having 
that tool and knowing how I learn technology best was 
absolutely invaluable.”



ENGAGING FOUNDERS
Founders remain the core of Emerging Prairie’s mission. For years, our e!orts 
focused solely on the entrepreneur and founder - supporting them, creating 
connections, and inspiring creativity. We believe that a rising tide lifts all boats, 
and when founders succeed, so does our community. 

To us, “founder” is a special word, and encapsulates a wide variety of people. 
From the tech startups raising millions of dollars and launching new products, 
to the corner bookstore that creates community and hosts the local book club - 
both were founded by an individual that travels a unique path, and both deserve 
our support and admiration.

Founders Only Town Hall
At a time of turbulence and change, we hosted a virtual Town Hall for 
founders to connect with their United States Representatives. Joined by U.S. 
Representatives Kelly Armstrong (R-ND) and Dusty Johnson (R-SD), this joint 
event brought entrepreneurs together across the region to hear updates on 
the state of business in our region and to create meaningful discussions.
225 Attendees. 15 states represented.



New to our Founder’s programs in 2021 was 
StartupBREW Fargo - a weekly event on Wednesday 
mornings to learn, support, and inspire. This morning 
meetup is for entrepreneurs, innovators, creatives, and 
community members alike to come together and explore 
the entrepreneurial journey.

StartupBREW
FARGO

This event is built on the notion that entrepreneurs do better when they have access to 
each other and the greater community that supports them. Entrepreneurship is energized 
over brews - co!ee, tea, beer or others. Connection over co!ee has been at the center of 
energizing our community, which is where the name StartupBREW came from. 

A huge thanks to all the partners who made this event possible in 2021. 

30
events were hosted in the 
past year

50
speakers presented their 
entrepreneurial journeys

13
di!erent random acts of art 
performed in 2021

4,000
cups of co!ee were served

2,000
in-person attendees joined 
us at events

1,840
virtual attendees tuned in 
online to our events



Entrepreneurship Cohorts

Women Entrepreneurship Cohort

Emerging Prairie’s Entrepreneurship Cohorts are a series of week-long programs that 
include training sessions, mentorship, and speaking opportunities. These cohorts 
seek to create a community around under-served segments of founders to accelerate 
their growth in our region. All entrepreneurs know the struggle of starting up, and we 
work to connect these founders and creatives together to solve problems and create 
a colony of like-minded individuals supporting one another. In 2021, we were able to 
support five cohorts. 

15 Founders, graduated April of 2021

Facilitated by Elizabeth Phares Oren, founder of The Phares Connection

Native American Entrepreneurship Cohort
10 Founders, graduated August of 2021

Facilitated by Andrea Denault, National Campaigns Coordinator for the Center of Election Science

Black Entrepreneurship Cohort
12 Founders, graduated in October of 2021

Facilitated by Arday Ardayfio, entrepreneur and software engineer

Founders Only Retreat
Founders Only Retreat is a chance to gather, celebrate and rejuvenate. Founders need 
the validation of being able to share their stories, challenges, and successes with 
someone else who understands how valuable just being heard is. This retreat creates 
space for founders to relax in an unplugged environment, build connections with others, 
and dedicate time to themselves. 
42 attendees. 4 small group leaders.

Prairie Capital Summit
Created as a way to intimately connect entrepreneurs, investors, and resource partners to 
create space for discussions around access to capital in our region. This event is designed 
for moments of learning and connection - all emphasizing the potential and importance 
of equity financing. 
90 attendees. 15 speakers.

Social Entrepreneurship Cohort
10 Founders, graduated February of 2021
Facilitated by Kodee Furst, Director, 50 South Capital

New American Entrepreneurship Cohort
3 Founders, graduated February of 2021
Facilitated by Emma McIntyre



MEET PATTY POST

Patty’s founder journey began as a working mother of three children who were su!ering from 
strep throat multiple times every flu season. While in and out of clinics, Patty wondered why 
there wasn’t an over-the-counter rapid test available for diagnosis at home. She decided 
to create a solution, and after nine months of research, she launched Checkable Medical. 

After speaking on a panel at Prairie Capital Summit in 2020, Patty 
went on to participate and attend StartupBREW Fargo, several 
Grand Farm events, Founder’s Only Retreat, and TEDxFargo. 
Eventually, she made the decision to move her business 
and family to the Fargo-Moorhead area. 

Being a founder is lonely. Doors get shut on you more
often than not and the path forward isn’t always laid out 
perfectly. What Emerging Prairie has o!ered me is 
a community and events that give me comradery as a 
founder, as well as a network that is tied to people that
have supported other entrepreneurs in the region.”

MEET REBECCA BINSTOCK

Rebecca and her husband never intended to create a cotton candy company, but when the 
circumstances were right, they went for it. When their daughter, who has a multitude of food 
allergies, requested cotton candy at her birthday, they realized that fresh, locally made cotton 
candy did not exist. They started making their own using local produce for 
flavor, and Simple Sugar was born. 

Rebecca went on to participate in Emerging Prairie’s Women’s 
Entrepreneurship Cohort, attended Founders Only Retreat, and 
spoke at StartupBREW Fargo. These resources provided her 
the time and space to evaluate her business and identify her 
opportunities for growth. 

Starting Simple Sugar gave me space to move beyond the 
self-imposed definition of my career and grow to see it in a 
new light, and my exposure to Emerging Prairie has helped 
me meet a group of bright and impactful women 
entrepreneurs who support one another.”



ENGAGING INNOVATORS
The Grand Farm Research and Education Initiative aims to capitalize on the 
region’s potential in the agriculture and technology industries. Launched in 2019, 
the Grand Farm inspires collaboration among businesses, organizations, and 
researchers to accelerate towards the future of farming. 

“The Upper Midwest, specifically the Red River Valley area, is uniquely positioned 
to lead the nation’s e!orts in advanced technologies in agriculture, as both 
private and public sector organizations in the region are starting to make great 
strides in the creation of software and autonomous technologies that will be 
required to meet this challenge. The team has focused on moving from vision to 
execution while building upon success and momentum from 2020 and 2021. This 
year has been a year of acceleration as we have grown our partners to over 50 
engaged partners, leading to over 320 projects on the Grand Farm and hosting 55 
events at the hub site. Through those events, the team was able to engage 2,800 
people from 58 countries and engage nearly 300 speakers.”

-- Brian Carroll, Director of Grand Farm

G R A N D
F A R M



PROJECTS AT GRAND FARM
Grand Farm’s Innovation Site is home to AgTech projects in industry and higher 
education conducting demonstrations, applied research, and product development. 
This year, the Grand Farm Innovation Site was home to over 320 agriculture 
technology projects from 55 contributors.

Additionally, Grand Farm has built five specific signature initiatives that are cross-
functional and include key external stakeholders.

Project Carbon on Grand Farm is bringing together multiple 
partners involved in carbon verification, data management, and 
carbon marketplaces. Grand Farm has 70 acres dedicated to work in 
carbon, involving several ecosystem members.

HarvestTrace works to energize the supply chain around traceability. 
In 2021, Genesis Feed Technologies launched Seed-to-Feed - a 
central project within HarvestTrace bringing together partners 
across the entire supply chain.

ACReS focuses on bringing autonomous technology and logistics to 
the agriculture industry. 2021’s e!orts concluded with the donation 
of a fully autonomous tractor and the announcement that Kratos 
Defense would be working with CHS on developing autonomous 
logistics.

Started in 2021, Compact, is focused on soil compaction and how 
innovations in agriculture technology can be leveraged to minimize 
compaction in the field. Work will continue in 2022.

Started in 2021, FarmGrid leverages edge computing to integrate 
many of the projects at the Grand Farm through a single platform. 
Edge computing provides producers with low-latency, highly 
scalable computing to manage their farm web-applications.

CARBON

HARVESTTRACE

ACReS

COMPACT

FARMGRID



Space Ag Conference was a half-day conference exploring advanced agriculture 
technologies to elevate the future of the AgTech industry in space. This conference was 
held in-person with a virtual option and engaged a global audience. 

This conference focuses on the autonomous industry and how it relates to these key 
sectors - energy, agriculture, urban air mobility, and unmanned systems.

Cultivate Conference

Space Ag Conference

Autonomous Nation Conference

Grand Farm aims to be a thought leader in agriculture by bringing people together to 
discuss innovation, highlighting the risk takers and amplifying the work being done in the 
industry. Through our events, we hope to connect people  facilitate solutions around the 
pain points, and amplify the message of what’s being done. 

Through small scale gatherings like our weekly Harvest Happy Hours to large scale 
conferences like Cultivate, we were able to bring people together in a safe manner during a 
challenging time. 

284 
attendees

This conference’s mission is to connect growers with AgTech and highlight the work 
happening across the industry.

29 
presenters

Attendees registered from 
9 di!erent countries

305 
attendees

44 
presenters

Signature project FarmGrid 
launched during the event

348 
attendees

19 
presenters

A new event to this year, created 
in discussions with NASA

2,805
total people engaged with 
Grand Farm this year 

50
events were hosted in 2021

232
presenters particpated in our 
events this year

58
di!erent countries represented  
throughout the year



MEET  REP. MICHAEL HOWE

Known as a strong voice for agriculture in the state, Rep. Howe was elected to the North 
Dakota House of Representatives in 2016, and has made a focused commitment to advancing 
technology in agriculture. 

Collaborating with the North Dakota legislature, Governor Doug 
Burgum, as well as our congressional delegation, Rep. Howe 
and his colleagues recently passed State Senate Bill 2345, 
which includes allocations of $10 million to the North Dakota 
Department of Commerce to invest in a matching grant towards 
autonomous agricultural technology in the state.

North Dakota has the opportunity to be the epicenter
of advanced agriculture technology, with Grand Farm 
harboring unlimited potential for established businesses, 
aspiring companies, and entrepreneurs.”

MEET ESHAN SOLTAN

Throughout the years, Ehsan met many growers and learned directly about their challenges 
in agriculture. He saw a gap in the sensor technology market, and leaving his job in 
manufacturing in Taiwan, he moved across the world to southern Idaho to found Soiltech 
Wireless - a farm management solution that provides users with agronomic data to help them 
optimize their operations. 

Working with the Grand Farm helped Soiltech to continue to 
unlock the value of its product by getting exposure to midwest 
growers and companies. This allowed them to gain a better 
understanding of the region-specific needs that they needed to 
address so that they could deliver value to the growers there.

There is a true entrepreneurial spirit in North Dakota and a 
wonderful ecosystem that has been created that does all it 
can to enable growth and success. We had such a positive 
experience that we selected Fargo as the hub for our 
midwest operations.”



ENGAGING STARTUPS
The Prairie Den is a co-working space created by Emerging Prairie back in 2015 as 
a place for entrepreneurs, creatives, and change-makers to have a collaborative 
space to work, innovate, and connect with one another. 

In 2021, it also became home to Emerging Digital Academy’s first in-person 
classroom, which brought a new level of energy as students were immersed in the 
entrepreneurial spirit while in the Prairie Den. 

We’re excited for the next stage of the 
Prairie Den with our move and growth 
to the historical Black Building, 
which was built in 1930 and is host to 
other organizations such as Doosan 
Bobcat’s Innovation Center and Plug 
and Play North Dakota.

P R A I R I E
D E N

5 organizations 
have dedicated 
o"ce space

46 active Prairie 
Den members

17 new Prairie 
Den members 
joined in 2021



MEET JIMMY SLAGLE

Back in high school, Jimmy and his best friend bought a popular sports Instagram page for 
only $150, and doubled its followers in just a few months. After eventually being acquired by a 
sports media company, Jimmy realized his love for entrepreneurship and running a business.

In his experience, most businesses had no idea how to grow 
a social media account, so he launched a digital marketing 
agency to solve that need. Quickly, he realized that in order to 
grow and scale, he needed to rebrand and focus on one niche 
activity. He and his team pivoted and created Trend Z - a TikTok 
marketplace where brands pay creators to make TikTok
content for the brand’s account.

Jimmy and his team at Trend Z often utilize the Prairie Den for client 
meetings, workspace, and even a studio to shoot videos at. 

As a young startup that is built to be remote, we didn’t want to pay thousands of dollars 
for rent every month, but still wanted a place we could call home. The Prairie Den was the 
perfect way to accomplish that.”

The Prairie Den is just di!erent - it brings back memories 
of when we first started, and it keeps you excited for 
what the future holds.”



TEDxFARGO
Each year, we host TEDxFargo as a love letter to our community. These events 
showcase the best of innovation, research, and discovery. We accelerate our 
community and social impact through the power of big ideas, transformative live 
events and empowered people.

We started back in 2012, in a small building in Downtown Fargo with 100 
attendees. Over the last 9 years, the event has grown to serve over 2,000 
community members each year by providing inspiring ideas and cultivating a 
space for growth. Because we were unable to host our typical all-day summer 
event, we decided to dedicate our love letter as a small outdoor event for 
those who have helped build TEDxFargo over the years and formed it into what 
it is today.

This event was TEDxFargo: Together. In the spirit of bringing our community back 
to TEDxFargo, we wanted to go back to our roots of small, intimate gatherings. 
After a hard year, TEDxFargo: Together focused on celebrating people. It was an 
event for past speakers, key volunteers, and sponsors as a way to thank them for 
all the energy they have put into TEDxFargo.

we’ve produced 194 
TED talks to date

we’ve hosted 11,329 
TEDxFargo attendees

The world has viewed 
TEDxFargo talks online 
10,096,604 times

Since 2012:





When we see ways to help founders, we jump in, whether that’s through 
connecting, mentoring or - engaging civically. We recognize that we have a 
voice and so when the state legislature began to consider creating a fund to 
increase available entrepreneur capital we used that voice to educate and 
inform policymakers of the benefits. 

In 2021, the North Dakota Legislature passed House Bill 1425 which allowed 
the State Investment Board of North Dakota (SIB) to form the North Dakota 
Growth Fund (NDGF). NDGF was created to further advance innovation and 
private markets investments in North Dakota by seeking investments that 
provide strong risk-adjusted returns and support the growing entrepreneurial 
ecosystem in the state.

This historic commitment to North Dakota’s entrepreneur community is funded 
by the state’s Legacy Fund, which was created in 2010 and approved by voters 
in the same year. It is comprised of revenues generated from the state’s oil 
reserves and investment income. SIB has committed $100 million of the Legacy 
Fund to the North Dakota Growth Fund with a targeted initial investment 
period of five years. 50 South Capital Advisors, LLC, was named the NDGF 
general partner and will maintain an o"ce in the Prairie Den.

regional impact

rippling e!ects

lasting results



FINANCIALS
Emerging Prairie seeks to use all of our resources given to us well. We are grateful to be 
supported and enabled by our partners, donors, foundations and community members. As 
we carefully steward the donations we receive from supporters like you, we are committed to 
investing your contributions e"ciently and e!ectively as we continue the relentless pursuit to 
improve the human condition.

Total Revenue $1,907,000

Total Expenses $2,107,000

Grant Income50% Partner Income21% Emerging Digital Academy19%

Other7% Events and Conferences3%

Operations41% Grand Farm31% Emerging Digital Academy18%

Prairie Den5% Other3%

The numbers above are preliminary and are subject to change upon audit. The final audited numbers will be available later in 2022 at www.emergingprairie.com.
*This number does not include $170,000 from the Paycheck Protection Program or the $200,000 Impact Fund loan to enhance the Prairie Den.

* 



2021 EMERGING PRAIRIE ANNUAL PARTNERS

EDA FOUNDING FOREVER PARTNERS



2021 GRAND FARM PARTNERS

Kevin & Stacy 
Bi!ert



EMERGING PRAIRIE FULL-TIME STAFF

EMERGING PRAIRIE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Greg Tehven // Co-Founder and Chief Executive O"cer
Brian Carroll // Chief Operating O"cer, Director of Grand Farm
Dana Peterson // Chief Strategy O"cer
Dr. William Aderholdt // Director of Grand Farm Program Management O"ce
Jessica Anderson // Marketing Coordinator
Dr. Ruchi Joshi Bhardwaj // Grant and Education Coordinator
Blaine Booher // Program Director of Emerging Digital Academy
Sydney Brusseau // Administrative Assistant, Prairie Den Administrator
Liz Campbell // Head of Student Life and Community Engagement 
Hali Christenson // Event Coordinator
Andrew Jason // Ecosystems Director
Nathan Marcotte // Grand Farm Startup Coordinator 
John Morrison // Accounting Manager
Lloyd Nelson // Director of Operations
Jenny Sheets // Entrepreneurial Programs Manager 
Matt Wendel // Director of Marketing and Communications 

Lauris Molbert // Board Chair
Executive Chair of the Board, Kilbourne Group

Kodee Furst // Secretary
Director, 50 South Capital

Byron Snider // Treasurer
Scheels Information Services Leader, Scheels

Kirk Anton // Member
Founder, Heat Transfer Warehouse

Patrick Cha!ee // Member
Executive Vice President - Banking, Wealth Management & Insurance, Bell Bank

Mike Derheim // Member
Co-Founder, Prime Digital Academy

Greg Tehven // Member
CEO and Co-Founder, Emerging Prairie

Bec Heinrich // Member
National Growth and Transformation Leader, Managing Director, Deloitte Greenhouse

Jane Schuh // Member
Director of Special Initiatives, Agricultural A!airs, North Dakota State University



GRAND FARM BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EMERGING DIGITAL ACADEMY ADVISORY BOARD

Mike Derheim // Board Chair
Co-Founder, Prime Digital Academy

Taya Spelhaug // Member
TechSpark Manager, Microsoft

Jay Schuler // Member
Entrepreneur

Cynthia Schreiber-Beck // Member
North Dakota State Representative

Mark Watne // Member
President, North Dakota Farmers Union

Nathan Joraanstad // Board Chair
Director of Engineering, Bushel

Kirk Anton // Member
Founder, Heat Transfer Warehouse

Katie Bjornson // Member
Technology Solutions Partner, Sanford Health

Kelly Dawson // Member
Senior VP of Human Resources, Border States Electric

Staci Holzheimer // Member
University and Student Development Coordinator, Bank of North Dakota

Gary Inman // Member
IT Manager, Bell Bank

Darin King // Member
Vice-Chancellor of IT, North Dakota University Systems

Byron Snider // Member
Scheels Information Services Leader, Scheels

Taya Spelhaug // Member
TechSpark Manager, Microsoft



www.emergingprairie.com

122 1/2 N Broadway Dr, Fargo, North Dakota 58102 

701-484-1444  |  info@emergingprairie.com


